NEW SKETCH PACK: INSPIRING COLLECTION OF CREATIVE PICTURE FRAMES
July 11, 2017 — AKVIS announces the release of the new Sketch pack that includes
100 picture frames created by professional artists. The brand new collection is intended
for creative-minded persons and everybody interested in drawing and painting.

AKVIS is happy to introduce the brand new Sketch Pack for AKVIS Frames and
AKVIS ArtSuite. The frame collection includes 100 picture frames: 50 vertical and 50
horizontal templates.
Sketching is a visual language understood by everyone, a way of expressing thoughts
and emotions beyond words. Drawing allows us to see the world with fresh eyes and
expand our mind by materializing the feelings on the paper. Who can resist the
opportunity to observe an artist at work? The rapidly and seemingly effortlessly created
freehand drawings make us re-imagine everyday objects and surroundings in a whole
new light!
The Sketch Pack by AKVIS takes you into the exciting world of sketch art! The unique
picture frames decorated with doodle and comics elements, graffiti, patterns, pen and
pencil drawings as well as different drawing tools will add a touch of creativity to any
photo.
Create your own art book in one click! Feel like an artist, embellish your photos of
memorable events and share them with friends!
See the frame miniatures at akvis.com.
Besides the Hobbies and Interests category, AKVIS also offers a number of other
themed collections: Holidays and Events, Countries, Four Seasons, etc. The frame
packs have a broad application spectrum and meet the needs of both professional
designers and amateurs.
To use AKVIS frame packs, you need to have installed one of following programs:
AKVIS Frames (available for free) or AKVIS ArtSuite (10-day free trial download).
The AKVIS products run on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and on Mac OS X 10.710.11 and macOS 10.12.
The new Sketch Pack sells for $17.

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of image and video processing software.
Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products
for Windows and Mac.

AKVIS Frames: akvis.com/en/frames/
Frame Packs: akvis.com/en/frame-packs/
akvis.com/en/frame-packs/sketch-pack.php
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